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By Adele Dolan 
 
Remember the mysterious black junk in the shower drain from the August newsletter? Well, 

shower drains aren’t the only problem. I recently confronted another educational moment in 

maintenance.  

New, late-model cars come with all sorts of gadgets we didn’t used to have, including air pressure 

sensors for the tires. My sensor light showed up unexpectedly one afternoon, making me a bit 

nervous about driving anywhere. Because previous experience had taught me that even the slightest 

change in air pressure could set things off and I could neither see nor feel evidence of an imminent 

flat tire, I didn’t panic immediately (as I sometimes do when it comes to car issues!). Instead, I 

drove home and enlisted my husband’s expert assistance. He checked all the tires and found that 

the right rear tire was low. He refilled it and the sensor light went out. Ah – relief and renewed 

confidence!  

Two days later, however, the sensor light came on again. Mark refilled the tire, the sensor 

reactivated in two more days. He said one more occurrence would require a tire doctor. This time 

only one day passed before the sensor light reactivated, and, since I couldn’t get an appointment 

while I was in town, Mark removed the tire himself that evening for further inspection. The famous 

soapy water test revealed a needle-size hole, otherwise practically invisible. I took the tire to Mike’s 

Standard the next morning for repair, after which the young fellow presented me with a piece of 

metal about a half-inch long and thinner than a pencil lead. I couldn’t understand how something 

so small could interfere with the tire’s ability to hold air. (Neither could he!) How did it work its 

way far enough into the tire to destroy its protective seal? 

That tiny piece of metal represents another case of mysterious junk – on the outside, conditions 

appeared stable with only a slight disruption. But instead of something hidden sabotaging the flow 

of water, this time something very tiny and hidden had compromised a protective lining and cause 

a slow leak. Until we took specific action to remove the culprit and repair the leak, the tire was no 

longer dependable – not a good situation when I regularly transport grandchildren! 

How has your summer been? Any slow leaks going on? Are you taking time to maintain the 

foundation of faith that you depend on to manage life’s challenges, or have you noticed a slow, 

almost invisible leak? Perhaps there’s a doubt or a frustration that’s been interfering with your 

ability to pray. Perhaps there’s a fear you cannot shake that is draining the joy out of your desire or 

ability to return to an almost post-pandemic world. Maintenance time! 

That tiny piece of black metal made me think of the Enemy and the little tricks he uses to lie to us 

and poke holes in our sense of worth and purpose. Once we identify the problem, we needed to 

root it out and light up the damaged spot with God’s truth.  



Our tire is  back on the road. Now to focus on those potential spiritual leaks …  

Adele Dolan 

 


